
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4774 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest6 October 1999HU ISSN 0374 { 0676LIGHT CURVES FOR NOVA Mus 1998 AND NOVA Oph 1998WILLIAM LILLER1, ALBERT JONES21 Instituto Isaac Newton, Casilla 5022, Re~naca, Chile, email: wliller@compuserve.com2 Carter Observatory, 31 Ranui Road, Stoke, Nelson, New Zealand, e-mail: afjones@voyager.co.nzIn an earlier Bulletin (Liller & Jones 1999) we described and discussed light curves forNova Sgr 1998 and Nova Sco 1998. Here we consider the light curves of the two otherknown galactic novae of that year, Nova Mus and Nova Oph. As before, Jones madevisual observations while Liller used both photography and a CCD with a \minus-IR"�lter, a combination that results in a broadband V system extending from about 420 nmto 720 nm and thus includes the H� line.Nova Oph was discovered by Takamizawa (1998) on T-Max 400 �lm on June 15.6, andNova Mus was found by Liller (1998a) on Technical Pan �lm taken through an orange �lteron Dec 29.3. The light curves, shown in Figures 1 and 2, are similar in that both showa relatively smooth, steady decline. Because of the very rapid fading of Nova Oph, poorweather in New Zealand and a brief hiatus of observations in Chile, we have augmentedFig. 1 with additional V magnitudes reported by Hanzl (1998).As for N Mus, a casual report by Seronik (1999) establishes that N Mus was pho-tographed by O'Meara \two nights before the nova was �rst spotted. The star itselfappears somewhat brighter [than the discovery image]." From the print of O'Meara'scolor photograph, one would estimate a magnitude of 8:0 � 0:2, shown in Fig. 1 as a tri-angle at JD 2451177.0. Using this observation, we estimate that for Nova Mus, t3 � 5:2days for the visual observations and � 16:9 days from the broadband V measurements.This di�erence and the clear separation of the two light curves starting a few days afterdiscovery can be understood from the di�ering response of the two detectors to H�: thebroadband V �lter is near peak sensitivity at that wavelength, whereas the eye respondsonly weakly to H�. Indeed a spectrum taken of Nova Mus the day after discovery showed\H� to be exceptionally bright (� 7:3 times brighter than the neighboring continuum)".(Liller 1998b). Because the strength of H� relative to the neighboring continuum in-creases steadily after the nova brightness has peaked, the visual observations would beexpected to show a slower rate of decline. Perhaps puzzling is the coming together ofthe broadband V and the visual observations after about JD 2451210. The cause may bethe presence of a faint star or stars at or near the position of the nova which biased thevisual magnitude estimates, or it may just be that at this level of brightness, the visualmagnitudes are systematically too bright.For Nova Oph we estimate from Fig. 2 that t3 � 8:2 days for Hanzl's V magnitudes and� 11:7 days for the visual observations. Again, this di�erence can be understood fromthe di�ering response to H�: the standard V �lter is designed block the light from this
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Figure 1. Light curves of Nova Mus 1998 showing Jones' visual estimates as �lled circles and Liller'sbroadband V magnitudes as plus signs. The triangle shows the approximate values derived fromO'Meara's pre-discovery color photograph. Two photographic magnitudes by Liller are indicated by a�lled circle with rays { from the discovery photograph { and by a \v" denoting a fainter-thanpre-discovery observation.

Figure 2. Light curves of Nova Oph 1998 showing Jones' visual estimates as �lled circles and Hanzl'sCCD-V magnitudes as plus signs. Takamizawa's photographic discovery is indicated with a �lled circlewith rays, and two unpublished photographic magnitudes by Liller show as a triangle and as a \v"denoting a fainter-than pre-discovery observation.



IBVS 4774 3strong emission, whereas the eye retains some sensitivity at that wavelength. Filippenkoet al. (1998) reported that CCD spectra of Nova Oph showed \strong emission lines ofH", and their note implies that H� was the strongest line recorded.As usual, uncertainty in the values of t3 arises from the imperfectly known time andmagnitude when peak brightness was reached. We note that for N Oph, 8.4 days elapsedbetween the discovery date and the preceding patrol of the area, while for N Mus, theinterval between when O'Meara's photograph was taken and the preceding negative ob-servation of the area was 7.3 days.Finally, we reiterate the conclusion reached in our earlier report (Liller & Jones 1999),namely that although classically, the value of t3 should be evaluated using blue-sensitivephotographic emulsions, the values derived from visual observations should agree quitewell with the \classical" values, and they are certainly superior in this regard to standardV observations.We again wish to thank Drs. Nikolai Samus and Hilmar Duerbeck for their interestand for encouraging us to publish our nova light curves.References:Filippenko, A.V., Leonard, D.C., Modjas, M., Eastman, R.G. 1998, IAU Circ., No. 6943Hanzl, D. 1998, IAU Circ., Nos. 6943, 6955 and 6976Liller, W. 1998a, IAU Circ., No. 7078Liller, W. 1998b, IAU Circ., No. 7079Liller, W. Jones, A.F., 1999, IBVS, No. 4664Seronik, G. 1999, Sky & Tel., 97, 121Takamizawa, K. 1998, IAU Circ., No. 6941


